
Real Club Valderrama

9 Bedroom Villa
Spain, Sotogrande

€5.450.000
Ref: PG-2166

This exceptional villa has it all and is unquestionably one of the best properties on the Sotogrande real estate 

market. Recently finished and interior decorated by THESET, this villa is located at the end of a cul-de-sac. Every 

detail is designed to come together seamlessly. Invisible from the street and apparently not a pretentious location, 

but just entering this villa changes all expectations. The interior is a contemporary modernist’s dream with a deep 

respect for classical Spanish Cortijo architecture. The villa has a Smart Home system to add the ultimate comfort – 

and a touch of technology which plays nicely with a modern home. Solid black metal light sculptures welcome you 

at the entrance to the villa and into the limestone patio. The villa has a vast balcony overlooking a green go...
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Property Description

Location: Spain, Sotogrande

This exceptional villa has it all and is unquestionably one of the best properties on the Sotogrande 
real estate market. Recently finished and interior decorated by THESET, this villa is located at the end 
of a cul-de-sac. Every detail is designed to come together seamlessly. Invisible from the street and 
apparently not a pretentious location, but just entering this villa changes all expectations. The interior 
is a contemporary modernist’s dream with a deep respect for classical Spanish Cortijo architecture. 
The villa has a Smart Home system to add the ultimate comfort – and a touch of technology which 
plays nicely with a modern home. Solid black metal light sculptures welcome you at the entrance to 
the villa and into the limestone patio. The villa has a vast balcony overlooking a green gorge, the 
properties open terraces that spill into the infinity pool deck, and the outdoor kitchen in a teak wood 
gazebo used to frame the seating area, as well as to create pleasant shade. The olive grove garden is 
another feature which permits idyllic privacy with its inviting pergola. Accommodation: The villa 
offers a master suite, which is on the ground floor and is equipped with a salon and open fireplace, 
bedroom, dressing room and a large bathroom. There are further eight guest suites, each with its own 
character, located on two levels, a spectacular dining room and kitchen made of dark wood and pure 
stone, tastefully coordinated, a living room with light colors and double ceiling height dominating the 
interior with accents of black metal, dark wood and works of art that represent a spontaneous focus. 
The new owner of this villa could also configure a gym or playroom for children in the basement. All 
levels of the house benefit from natural light. The garage is big enough for several vehicles.

Additional Info

For Sale Beds: 9 Baths: 9

Type: Villa Living Area: 1385m2 Plot Size: 4503m2

Close to golf Inside golf resort Brand New

Recently Renovated / 
Refurbished

Spanish style villa Guest apartment

Automatic irrigation system Office room Panoramic view

Fully fitted kitchen Fireplace Basement



Solarium Underfloor heating Game Room

Storage room Barbeque Security service 24h

Features

Gated complex Walking distance to amenities Swimming pool
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